While the office may be quieter now, it won’t be that way for long. Employees do want to return to the office, but depending on the day, the city, and the person, they may need the flexibility to work from home for an afternoon or for weeks at a time.* Returning to the Office needs a comprehensive and actionable plan that provides flexible capabilities and embraces the shift to a hybrid work environment. Considerations include reimagining the workspaces, evolving the company culture, improving accessibility for everyone, and transforming customer interactions — all while keeping your business fully operational.

Poly UC Room Readiness for Return to Office (RTO) service provides a remote review by our expert consultants of your current Unified Collaboration (UC) estate. At Poly we understand that organizations require a multi-vendor strategy to connect everyone seamlessly, and need to have the confidence that their rooms, solutions and infrastructure can support the needs of a hybrid workforce. Demands on the network are high and network quality to support video must be assured.

**POLY UC ROOM READINESS FOR RETURN TO OFFICE INCLUDES**

- Physical inventory of conference rooms — capture current in-room equipment, room types, and their capabilities/capacity for collaboration and conferencing.
- Health check of Poly and Poly’s ecosystem partners infrastructure and endpoints, and review configuration to provide a 3rd party room integration assessment.
- As-is functionality testing of each rooms video system — joining a call, receiving a call, audio and video, sharing and viewing content.
- Evaluation of whether rooms are “C-Level ready” to host a meeting — ease of use, tidy or hidden wires, room cleanliness and meeting equality.
- Present a brief summary output which represents the assessment work completed — findings, general recommendations and proposed next steps.

*https://www.poly.com/content/dam/www/solutions/meeting-equality/doc/poly_it_pros_guide_infographic_en.pdf*